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MIGHTY	MINI	Ju	87	
SIMPLE	STUKA	

	
FliteTest	style	RC	model	

Build	Instructions	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
General	Tips)	
	
Confirm	 that	 the	main	posterboard	pieces	 (turtle	decks,	hatch	covers,	etc…)	are	cut	out	with	
the	proper	grain	 to	avoid	wrinkling.	Even	 if	 it	 is	not	specifically	mentioned	 in	 the	build	steps,	
please	perform	dry	fits	and	folds	before	applying	glue	or	tape.	Also	remember	to	scrape	off	any	
excess	glue	to	reduce	weight.	The	thickness	of	one	Dollar	Tree	foamboard	sheet	is	referred	to	
as	1	DTFB,	a	rough	unit	of	measure	to	assist	in	construction.	
	
Building	Materials)	
	
-	Dollar	Tree	foamboard	sheets	(x2)	 	 -	Posterboard	 	 	 -	Ruler	
-	Exacto	craft	knife	/	blade	 	 	 -	Hot	glue	gun		 	 -	1.5”	spinner	 	
-	1.5”	hobby	model	wheels		 	 	 -	Dollar	Tree	sanding	block	/	sandpaper	
-	Control	rod	/	music	wire	(.85	to	1	mm)	 -	Barbeque	/	bamboo	skewers	
-	1/16”	Plywood	mini	control	horns	(x4)	 -	Plywood	mini	firewall	[FliteTest	Store]	
	
Recommended	Electronics)	
	
-	Propeller:	mini	quad/plastic	electric/APC	prop,	5040	to	6045	size,	2–3	blade	
-	Motor:	brushless	mini	quad	motor,	2204	to	2205	size,	2300	to	2450	kv	
-	ESC:	brushless	mini	quad	speed	controller,	15	to	30	amp	as	appropriate	
-	Battery:	LiPo,	2S	800	to	1300	mAh,	3S	800	to	1100	mAh,	4S	400	to	700	mAh	
-	Servos:	plastic	gear,	5	to	9	gram	(three	to	four	servos	required)	
-	Receiver:	small	fixed	wing	RX,	4	to	5	channels	required	



Build	Procedure	
Landing	Gear)	

- Main	wheel	legs	
- Wheel	pants	
- Popsicle	stick	
- Landing	gear	wire,	1.5”	wheels	(x2)	

	

You	may	choose	to	glue	thin	plywood	pieces	on	the	inside	walls	of	the	wheelpants	to	serve	as	
axle	housing	plates.	It	should	be	noted	that	housings	were	not	found	to	be	necessary	even	on	
hard	landings	but	may	come	in	useful	for	long-term	durability.	Also	feel	free	to	add	lubricant	or	
thin	films	such	as	packing	tape	to	facilitate	jam-free	taxiing.		
	

	 	 	
	
Remove	the	paper	(and	foam)	where	marked	on	the	wheel	pants.	Crease	and	pre-bend	the	two	
rear	etch/score	 lines.	Crack	all	 the	score	 lines	open	 if	necessary	to	ease	construction.	 	Gently	
mold	 the	 two	 ends	 where	 paper	 has	 been	 removed	 using	 your	 fingers	 or	 a	 table’s	 edge	 if	
necessary.	Glue	the	two	side-cheeks	up	against	the	base	plate	as	B-folds.	Glue	in	the	remaining	
flaps	along	the	contour	of	the	pants	using	a	rocking	motion	against	your	worktable.		
	
Crack	open	the	score	cuts	and	remove	all	cavities	on	the	main	wheel	legs.	Complete	the	double	
bevel	 at	 the	 center	 score	 line	 and	 lightly	 sand	 or	 crease	 the	 top	 edge	 since	 it	will	meet	 the	
dihedral	joint	on	the	bottom	of	the	wing.	Glue	in	your	Popsicle	stick	where	your	main	bevel	cut	
ends,	as	shown	below.	The	stick	should	bleed	over	about	1	DTFB	below	and	2	DTFB	above.		
	

	 	 	
	
Press	the	Popsicle	stick	bleeding	over	below	the	wheel	legs	into	the	corresponding	cut	on	the	
top	of	the	wheel	pants.	Use	a	healthy	amount	of	glue	to	bond	the	mating	surfaces.	Secure	the	
axles	 with	 wheels	 to	 the	 wheel	 pants	 using	 glue	 at	 the	 provided	 holes.	 Note	 that	 this	 bare	



landing	gear	is	NOT	strong	enough	to	handle	rough	gravel	or	rocky	runways,	especially	on	hard	
landings.	It	 is	meant	for	relatively	smooth	and	even	surfaces	(like	paved	road).	 If	you’d	like	to	
taxi	 or	 land	 this	 plane	 on	 rough	 surfaces,	 it	 is	 recommended	 to	 strengthen	 the	 gear	 using	
braces,	struts,	etc.…	
	
Wing)	

- Left	Wing,	Right	Wing	
- Left	Inboard	Spar,	Left	Outboard	Spar	
- Right	Inboard	Spar,	Right	Outboard	Spar	
- Anhedral	Gauge	

	

Make	sure	that	you	cut	all	the	way	through	the	solid	black	line	segment	on	the	blue	crease	line	
drawn	on	the	wing.	This	will	be	the	attachment	point	of	your	landing	gear	popsicle	stick.	Begin	
with	your	left	or	right	wing.	Remove	paper	and	foam	from	the	marked	cavity	at	the	outboard	
(closer	 to	 the	wingtip)	 leading	edge	and	glue	 the	 remaining	paper	around	 the	edge.	This	will	
strengthen	and	streamline	your	wingtips.	Run	the	tip	of	your	bamboo	skewer	through	the	score	
lines	 including	 the	dihedral	crease	 line.	Pre-bend	them	slightly	 to	ease	 the	 fold-over	 later	on.	
Complete	the	double	bevels	at	the	leading	edges.	Crack	open	the	aileron	hinge	line	and	bevel	
the	control	surface:	(it	may	help	to	review	some	FT	build	videos	to	better	understand	this	step).	
		

	 	
	

Glue	 in	the	 inboard	and	outboard	spars	using	the	score	cuts	as	outlines.	Do	dry	fold-overs	on	
both	wing	 sections	 (inboard	 and	 outboard).	 Check	 qualitatively	 that	 the	 two	 sections	match	
each	other	when	you	bend	them	together.	Run	beads	of	glue	along	the	leading	edges,	trailing	
edges,	and	over	the	spars,	and	fold	over	each	wing	section	permanently,	one	at	a	time.	For	the	
inboard	section,	double	check	that	the	fold-over	sits	exactly	on	the	trailing	edge	with	no	side-
leak.	Before	you	establish	the	dihedral	by	gluing	together	the	outboard	and	 inboard	sections,	
glue	in	your	aileron	servo,	running	the	lead	through	the	rear	cavity	in	the	wing.	The	wire	should	
come	out	through	the	cut	provided	at	the	inboard	end.		
	
Do	a	dry	 fold	of	 joining	 the	 inboard	and	outboard	wing	 sections	using	 the	 crease	 line	 as	 the	
hinge.	 Once	 you	 are	 happy	with	 the	 angle,	 run	 a	 generous	 amount	 of	 glue	 along	 the	 entire	



mating	surface	and	press	the	two	wing	sections	together.	There	is	no	gauge	for	this	fold	as	it	is	
more	important	that	your	wing	sections	press	together	tightly	based	on	how	you	cut	them.	If	
necessary,	run	another	bead	of	glue	through	the	crack	at	the	top	of	the	joint	and	scrape	off	the	
excess	glue.	Tape	should	not	be	necessary	here.	Check	for	strength	after	the	glue	hardens.	
	

	 	
	
To	 join	 the	 left	 and	 right	 wings,	 tape	 the	 bottom	 surfaces	 of	 both	 together	 to	 serve	 as	 a	
convenient	 hinge.	 You	will	 notice	 that	when	 you	 try	 to	 fold	 the	wings	 together,	 the	 inboard	
spars	gets	in	the	way:	so	trim	off	the	excess	spar	bleeding	over.	A	blade	or	even	a	sanding	block	
will	help.	Trim	off	enough	such	that	when	you	press	the	wings	together,	the	wing	tips	meet	at	
roughly	 the	 same	height	as	 the	center	of	 the	wing,	 forming	a	 clean	 inverted	gull	wing	 (a	 ‘W’	
shape).	In	other	words,	when	you	place	the	wing	upside	down	on	your	table,	the	wingtips	and	
the	center	point	should	all	touch	the	tabletop	simultaneously.		
	

	 	
	
A	 central	 anhedral	 gauge	 is	 provided,	but	 the	 tightness	of	 your	 custom	wing	glue	 joint	 takes	
precedence	over	any	standardized	reference	measure.	As	you	did	with	the	dihedral	joint,	place	
a	 generous	 amount	 of	 glue	 on	 the	mating	 surfaces	 of	 this	 central	 ‘anhedral’	 joint	 and	 press	
them	together.	Scrape	off	excess	glue.		
	
Run	another	bead	of	glue	through	the	top	if	necessary,	and	seal	the	joint	with	plenty	of	tape.	
The	tape	will	provide	the	majority	of	positive	and	negative	–	g	resistance	for	the	wing.	Hold	off	
on	assembling	the	aileron	linkages	until	after	passing	the	wing	through	the	fuselage.		



Empennage)	
- Vertical	stabilizer	
- Horizontal	stabilizer	and	Horizontal	stabilizer	tips	

	

Crack	open	the	score	cuts	on	both	stabilizers	and	perform	the	appropriate	bevel	cuts.		Remove	
the	two	cavities	on	the	horizontal	stabilizer.	Create	a	U-shaped	bend	out	of	standard	pushrod	
material	to	serve	as	a	torque	rod	to	connect	the	split	elevator	system.	Place	the	torque	rod	on	
the	horizontal	stab	such	that	it	runs	along	the	hinge	line	and	stays	clear	of	the	control	horn	slot.		
	

	 	 	
	
Trace	out	 the	 location	of	 the	 two	 legs	of	 the	 torque	rod	onto	 the	corresponding	elevators	as	
score	cuts.	Perform	a	dry	press-fit	of	each	leg	into	the	proper	cut.	Make	sure	that	the	rod	sits	
down	all	the	way	reaching	the	hinge	line	and	does	not	restrict	control	surface	deflection.	Once	
you	 are	 happy	with	 the	 fit,	 run	 some	 glue	 along	 the	 cuts	 and	 press	 the	 rod	 into	 place.	 Use	
another	pushrod	or	a	blade	to	help	press	the	legs	into	the	cuts	as	the	glue	hardens.	Finally,	glue	
the	horizontal	stabilizer	tips	onto	the	stab	as	seen	in	images	of	the	real	Stuka.	
	
Hatch)	

- Hatch	plate	
- Hatch	former	and	Hatch	stringer	
- Hatch	Covers	(A,	B	and	C)	
- Canopy	

	

Fold	up	the	two	ends	of	the	hatch	plate	using	A-folds	and	glue	them	vertically.	Glue	the	hatch	
former	into	the	slot	on	the	hatch	plate.	The	partial	cutout	on	the	hatch	plate	marks	its	backside.	
Glue	the	hatch	stringer	on	the	front	side	of	the	plate	up	against	former	B.	Make	sure	to	center	
it.	Work	your	way	from	back	to	front	for	the	posterboard	pieces,	starting	with	cover	C.		
	

	 	 	



Pre-bend	and	roll	cover	C.	Place	a	drop	of	glue	on	the	two	formers	on	which	it	will	be	resting,	
and	center	it	over	them.	When	it	rolls	into	place,	there	should	be	1	DTFB	of	bleed-over	on	each	
side.	Once	you	are	sure	of	its	alignment,	place	beads	of	glue	along	the	formers	and	the	side	of	
the	hatch	plate,	and	using	a	ruler	or	your	workbench,	roll	cover	C	into	place	(one	side	at	a	time	
for	ease).	Cover	B	is	steep	and	slightly	difficult	so	it	might	help	to	begin	on	one	side	rather	than	
the	center.	Glue	in	one	end	with	1	DTFB	bleed-over,	and	when	you	roll	cover	B	over	the	hatch	
stringer,	it	should	line	up	with	the	contour	of	cover	C	and	bleed-over	1	DTFB	on	the	other	side.	
Glue	in	cover	B	and	repeat	the	process	for	cover	A.	A	hair	of	overlap	between	adjacent	covers	
will	help	establish	the	correct	shapes,	but	is	not	required.	
	

	 	 	
	
Scratch	the	etch-lines	on	the	canopy	with	a	pushrod	or	the	back	of	your	blade	and	gently	fold	
them	to	establish	the	creases.	You	will	have	to	use	tape	to	attach	the	windows	as	shown	above.	
Run	 a	 bead	 of	 glue	 inside	 each	 joint	 if	 you’d	 like	 to	 add	more	 strength.	 The	 canopy	will	 be	
placed	over	hatch	cover	C,	 lining	up	at	the	back	of	the	hatch.	The	front	of	the	canopy	should	
match	the	contour	of	hatch	cover	B.	Glue	or	tape	on	your	canopy	as	you	see	fit	(or	you	could	
save	this	step	for	later).	Lastly,	you	may	choose	to	fully	cut	out	the	rectangular	cavity	at	the	rear	
of	hatch	plate	to	allow	for	comfortable	RX	placement.	
	
Fuselage)	

- Belly	and	Front	Belly	
- Fuselage	and	Powerpod	
- Forward	fuselage	former,	Turtle	deck	former	and	Turtle	deck	stringer	
- Nose	cover	and	Turtle	decks	(A	and	B)	

		

Assemble	 your	mighty	mini	 powerpod	 using	 standard	 instructions	 from	 FliteTest	 builds.	 This	
plane	has	4.75	degrees	of	rightward	thrust.	Two	variants	of	the	Ju	87	are	provided	in	the	plans	
(B	and	G).	The	G-version’s	scoop	builds	rather	easily.	Simply	run	through	the	score	lines	on	the	
scoop	(the	plate	connecting	the	two	sides)	with	the	tip	of	a	bamboo	skewer	and	establish	the	
bends	so	that	the	fuselage	walls	line	up	symmetrically.		
	
For	the	B-version,	you	need	to	remove	paper	from	the	scoop	as	marked	on	the	plans	and	start	
molding	the	foam	into	a	cylindrical	curve.	(See	next	page.)	Once	you	are	happy	with	the	curve,	
cut	all	the	way	through	the	score	lines	at	the	back	of	the	scoop,	allowing	the	protrusions	to	fan	
outward	 as	 cowling	 flaps.	 From	 this	 point	 onward,	 the	 fuselage	 construction	 procedures	 are	
identical	for	both	variants.		



	

	 	 	 	
	 Version	G	 	 	 	 	 						Version	B	

	
Take	the	rear	fuselages	and	bend	them	upward	using	the	two	vertical	crease	lines	as	hinges.	A	
gentle	incline	is	enough.	Once	the	scoop	takes	its	shape	without	you	having	to	apply	excessive	
force,	glue	in	the	two	flaps	on	top	of	the	fuselage,	sealing	both	sides	together.	Similar	to	the	FT	
Mini	Mustang’s	 build	 process,	 pre-fold	 the	 belly	 piece,	 place	 it	 underneath	 the	 fuselage	 and	
crack	open	the	score	cut.	Glue	in	one	side	of	the	belly	at	a	time,	making	sure	that	the	fuselage	is	
true	and	rectangular	 from	the	front	at	every	step.	Remove	paper	where	marked	on	the	front	
belly	piece	and	gently	mold	it	to	take	the	shape	of	the	underside	of	the	front	fuselage.	Glue	it	in	
using	a	ruler	or	a	scrap	piece	of	foam	to	guide	the	curve.	The	powerpod	should	now	slide	freely	
into	the	fuselage	and	sit	up	against	the	top	plate.	
	

	 	 	
	
Next	we’ll	address	the	posterboard	coverings.	First	of	all,	glue	the	forward	fuselage	former	and	
the	turtle	deck	former	on	their	corresponding	plates.	They	should	sit	flush	with	the	cavity	in	the	
fuselage	 that	 will	 accommodate	 the	 hatch.	 Then	 glue	 in	 the	 turtle	 deck	 stringer	 behind	 the	
turtle	 deck	 former,	making	 sure	 that	 it	 is	 centered	well	with	 respect	 to	 the	 fuselage.	 Gently	
mold	the	three	posterboard	pieces	(Nose	cover	and	Turtle	decks	A	and	B)	using	a	rolling	pin	or	
the	edge	of	a	table.		
	
Begin	by	placing	a	bead	of	glue	on	top	of	the	former/stringer,	and	center	the	cover	piece	there.	
While	the	glue	hardens,	do	a	dry	fold-over	and	ensure	that	you	have	2	DTFB’s	of	bleed-over	on	
each	 side.	 Once	 you	 are	 happy	 with	 the	 fit,	 add	 glue	 to	 the	 rest	 of	 the	 former	 and	 the	
posterboard	 edge	 and	 complete	 the	 rollover	 one	 side	 at	 a	 time	 using	 a	 smooth	 clean	 ruler.	



Paying	attention	to	details	such	as	bleed-over	symmetry	on	each	piece	will	greatly	improve	your	
build.		
	
Turtle	deck	B	 lacks	a	 former	and	 relies	wholly	on	 the	stringer.	So	be	careful	and	gentle	 in	 its	
placement.	It	should	take	the	shape	of	turtle	deck	A	at	its	front	end	and	sit	one	DTFB	high	at	the	
back.	As	with	the	hatch	covers,	a	little	overlap	will	help	to	establish	a	continuous	shape.	
	

	 	
	
Lastly,	widen	 the	 control	 rod	 slots	 provided	 at	 the	 rear	 of	 the	 fuselage	 to	 allow	 free	 linkage	
motion	for	the	tail	controls.	
	
Assembly)	

- Assembled	wing	
- Fuselage,	Powerpod	and	Hatch	
- Landing	gear	
- Empennage	

	

	 	
	
Let	us	begin	by	attaching	 the	empennage	 to	 the	 fuselage.	 	Attach	 the	horizontal	 stabilizer	by	
pressing	its	slots	 into	the	tabs	on	the	fuselage.	You	may	need	to	pinch	the	tabs	to	allow	for	a	
clean	friction	fit.	Attach	the	stab	with	plenty	of	hot	glue	and	scrape	off	any	excess.		



Adding	the	vertical	stabilizer	will	not	be	easy	since	it	has	to	pass	over	and	under	the	horizontal	
stab.	Pinch	the	bottom	flap	on	the	vertical	stab	and	slide	it	under	the	horizontal	stab	into	the	
fuselage.	Ease	the	vertical	stab	further	till	its	tab	meets	the	exposed	slot	on	the	horizontal	stab.	
Place	a	bead	of	glue	where	the	vertical	stab	will	meet	the	horizontal	stab	and	turtle	deck	B,	and	
seal	it	in	place.	You	may	want	to	add	another	bead	of	glue	to	seal	in	the	bottom	flap.	
	

	 	
	
Start	passing	the	wing	through	the	airfoil	cutout	in	the	fuselage	with	a	gentle	rocking	motion.	
Resistance	will	increase	when	the	dihedral	and	anhedral	joints	pass	through,	but	avoid	pushing	
on	the	wing	and	instead,	increase	the	amplitude	of	your	rocking	motion.	Center	the	wing	inside	
the	fuselage	and	check	for	symmetry	from	the	front.	Once	you	are	happy	with	the	fit,	add	glue	
inside	the	fuselage	to	seal	in	the	wing.		
	
The	gap	at	the	rear	of	the	wing	is	to	allow	for	more	servo	space,	and	the	gap	at	the	front	is	to	
allow	for	ample	battery	space.	Press	your	hatch	onto	the	fuselage,	taking	note	of	the	fact	that	it	
will	be	tight	the	first	time.	Add	the	canopy	if	you	have	not	already.	
	

	 	 	
	
The	last	main	assembly	step	is	to	add	the	landing	gear,	one	of	the	hallmarks	of	the	Stuka.	Press	
the	 Popsicle	 sticks	 on	 the	main	wheel	 legs	 into	 the	 cutout	 on	 the	 bottom	 of	 the	wing.	 Add	
plenty	of	glue	and	press	the	gear	into	place,	scraping	off	the	excess.	Hold	the	gear	in	place	to	
allow	for	the	joint	to	harden	and	strengthen.		You	will	see	that	the	Stuka	now	has	its	signature	
stance	 on	 your	 worktable,	 but	 the	 rudder	 will	 drag	 on	 the	 ground	 as	 you	 taxi.	 It	 is	
recommended	 to	 either	 add	 a	 small	 piece	 of	 a	 bamboo	 skewer	 underneath	 the	 fuselage	 to	
serve	as	a	tail	dragger,	or	attach	a	tail	wheel	of	your	choice.	



Electronics	and	Controls)	
- Assembled	airframe	 	 	 -					Firewall,	pushrods	and	control	horns	
- Power	plant	 	 	 	 -					Tail	servos	

	

Use	 mini	 control	 horns	 and	 pushrods	 less	 than	 1mm	 in	 diameter	 for	 all	 your	 linkages.	 The	
aileron	linkages	should	be	simple	with	very	short	pushrods.	Control	horn	slots	are	provided	on	
the	 ailerons.	 Keep	 in	mind	 your	 planned	 aileron	 configuration	when	 you	 cut	 your	 pushrods:	
single	aileron	channel/	double	aileron	channels/	 flaperons/	etc….	For	the	tail	controls,	glue	 in	
your	servos	behind	the	wing.	It	is	recommended	to	glue	them	as	far	back	as	your	fingers	allow.	
Two	5-gram	servos	should	 fit	with	ease.	Center	your	servos,	assemble	your	 linkages	and	glue	
the	control	horns	into	their	respective	slots	on	the	tail	control	surfaces.		
	

	 	 	
		Aileron	linkage	 	 	 Tail	servos	 													3S	1100	mAh	battery	up	front	

	
Attach	 your	 motor	 to	 the	 powerpod	 and	 add	 the	 propeller	 (and	 spinner).	 Push	 in	 your	
powerpod,	 ensuring	 that	 the	 propeller	 doesn’t	 strike	 the	 fuselage.	 Making	 sure	 that	 your	
powerpod	 is	 aligned	with	 the	 top	plate,	 use	 a	pushrod	 to	poke	holes	 in	 it	 through	 the	holes	
provided	 on	 the	 fuselage	 (standard	 FT-style	 swappable	 attachment).	 Press	 in	 two	 bamboo	
skewers	 to	hold	 the	pod	 in	place.	 The	 scoop	 is	 designed	 to	 accommodate	 common	12	 to	30	
amp	ESC’s.	It	is	recommended	to	place	your	speed	controller	there	to	allow	for	cooling	and	to	
free	up	space	inside	the	fuselage	for	batteries.		
	

	
																		Front								Extensions	and	other	wires														Receiver								Tail	Servos							Back	
	
Route	 your	wires	 such	 that	 the	 receiver	 (RX)	 can	 be	 placed	 in	 front	 of	 the	 servos	 above	 the	
wing.	The	cutout	on	the	hatch	will	allow	for	the	RX	and	its	incoming	wires	to	protrude	up	into	
the	canopy.	Take	your	time	to	dress	up	the	wires	and	you’re	almost	ready	to	fly.	



Optional	Details)	
- Airframe	
- Bamboo	Skewers		
- Shell	formers	(x2)	
- Autocannon	formers	(x4)	

	

Construct	the	shell	and/or	the	autocannons	by	sliding	and	gluing	together	the	two	appropriate	
formers.	 The	 shell	 is	 best	 placed	 underneath	 the	 belly,	 while	 the	 autocannons	 can	 fit	
underneath	 the	 wings	 outboard.	 Add	 a	 long	 bamboo	 skewer	 segment	 to	 each	 cannon	 that	
protrudes	about	4”	out	and	roll	a	strip	of	tape	around	its	end	to	add	some	scale	aesthetics.	
	

	 	 	
	
You	 can	 now	 use	 your	 remaining	 skewers	 to	 improvise	 and	 add	 struts	where	 you	 see	 fit,	 or	
based	on	 the	 specific	 Stuka	you’re	modeling.	Recommended	applications	 include	underneath	
the	 horizontal	 stab	 leading	 to	 the	 fuselage,	 around	 the	main	 wheel	 leg	 to	 add	 landing	 gear	
strength,	and	perhaps	also	as	vertical	rods	at	the	front	of	the	scoop	to	resemble	a	grill.	
	

	 	 	
	
Your	 model	 is	 now	 fully	 assembled	 and	 ready	 for	 radio	 setup.	 Use	 the	 control	 throws	
recommended	on	the	plans.	The	last	important	step	is	to	check	for	CG	using	your	batteries	of	
choice.	Remember	that	the	CG,	as	with	most	FT-style	builds,	is	at	the	front	crease	of	the	wing.	
The	 Stuka	 balances	 best	when	 held	 upside	 down.	With	 batteries	 heavier	 than	 a	 standard	 3s	
850,	the	plane	may	be	a	 little	nose-heavy	depending	on	the	weight	of	your	power	setup.	As	a	
last	resort,	shift	your	wires	or	add	some	tail-weight	near	the	servos	to	balance	out	the	plane.		



Make	sure	to	check	out	the	release	article	and	the	flight	video	for	tips	on	flying	this	model.	
	

	 	
	

	
	
Thank	you	for	building	this	model.	I	truly	hope	that	you	enjoy	flying	the	Mighty	Mini	Ju	87	Stuka!	

-	MiniacRC	-	


